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1. Introduction 

oad accident is one of the most common threats to 

human lives that has led to partial or complete 

disability and in many cases, resulted in death. In the 

United States of America alone, more than six million road 

accidents occurred and approximately more than 2.5 

million people are reported to be seriously injured. 

Consequently, a loss of 40,000 lives and more than 2 

million physical injuries from car accidents has been 

recorded every year [1]. The increase in reported figures in 

the past few years has alarmed government organizations 

and researchers to find effective solutions to decrease, and 

if possible, to prevent accidents in the future. It is 

extrapolated that failure to do so will place road accident as 

the third most serious threat to human life by 2020 [2]. One 

of the side effects of road accidents is traffic jams that in 

return results in wastage of time, fuel and effort of road 

users. Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) [3] is one of 

the technologies that has the potential to improve traffic 

systems by sending safety and non-safety information via 

Roadside-Infrastructure to Vehicle Communication (RVC) 

to users on highways [4]. However, while ITS offers many 

benefits to road users, its deployment for traffic 

management  is still very expensive, especially in rural 

areas where the number of vehicles are less compared to 

urban traffic density.  

The active social networker follows both companies 

and other people. However, the majority of the tweets are 

conversational messages between people. The third group, 

inactive social networkers, are not interested in the two-

way communication aspect available on twitter, but as an 

information gathering resource. Regardless of which group 

the twitter user falls, the objective is to filter the abundance 

of available information into a manageable and 

customizable information stream. Twitter data collection 

has traditionally involved downloading user profiles 

individually and then partitioning them using community 

detection algorithms [4]; however, due to the time-

consuming nature of this task, more real-time node-

crawling and community structure building approaches 

have emerged [8] to effectively filter relevant tweets. Given 

the twitter‟s popularity, airline companies have created 

individual profiles to reach their customer base for a variety 

of reasons. In many cases, airlines use twitter as another 

marketing and sales conduit. In providing customer service, 

airlines use twitter for flight status update during a 

significant weather event.  

We study how prevalent flight-related data is available 

on twitter in order to determine a commercial airline‟s 

quality of service to its customers in a significant weather 

event. We can then assess if twitter is a valuable 

communication network for air passengers and their travel 

needs. Vehicular Ad hoc Network (VANET) is a sub-class 

of Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) and is considered a 

promising approach for future ITS[12,13]. VANET 

monitors directly the vehicular traffic problems using its 

safety and non-safety applications. These applications 

prevent road accidents and make travel more comfortable 

by generating various warning messages and infotainment. 

Basically, VANET comprises of two types of wireless 

communications: Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-

to-Roadside Unit (V2R) [5]. In addition, Dedicate Short 

Range Communication (DSRC) is a frequency band that 

supports all types of wireless communications between the 

V2V and V2R. VANETs have no fixed infrastructure and 

strongly rely on the vehicles themselves, for providing 

mutual communication network functionalities for vehicles 

on the road, i.e. network-on-the-fly [6]. Security is one of 

the key network requirements in VANET environment 

considering that if VANET is not secure from attackers, 

potential applications of VANET may not achieve its 

primary purpose to save human lives [7,8]. Through these 

applications, the safety of road user is improved through 

exchanging safety information in V2V and V2R 

communications. The safety applications may be at risk if 
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the maximum level of secure communication is not 

obtained and provided to road users. For example, the 

Extended Brakes Light (EBL) application [9,10] and road-

condition warning messages need to be securely 

communicated; otherwise an attacker may generate 

falsified warning messages and create problems for other 

users on the road.  

This paper is divided into six sections: Section 2 describes 

the related work in the field of security in VANET. Section 

3, discuss in detail the propose an Integrated multi-level 

Security model in VANET. The propose model has been 

divided into different levels and purpose of the levels to 

provide the resiliency against the malicious attacks in 

vehicular network. Sections 4 is the core module of the 

paper and explain the relationship of malicious attack with 

trust and propose the trust model and divide the trust model 

into different components. The Result and Discussion 

describe in Section 5 and the conclusion of the paper in last 

part of the paper in Section 6. 

2. Related Work 

M. Gerlach et al. [10] suggested a model for trusted 

applications for VANET. They described a situation where 

the characteristics of trust pertained to the trustee. The 

authors mentioned three key contributions which are given 

below. 

 They proposed a security architecture that is 

integrated with various security measurements in 

vehicular environments. 

 They proposed a trusted model for applications in 

VANET by utilizing the trust tagging principle. 

 They proposed the idea of mixed content and defined 

the manner by which pseudonyms can be changed 

which prevents location tracking. 

 

P. Wex et al. [14] discussed some issues of trust in 

vehicular networks. The general belief is that every 

component in a vehicular environment possesses its own 

system of trust which can make decisions about which 

components can be trusted. Below are the two basic 

options for establishing trust. 

 Statically: By the static dependence on a security 

infrastructure. 

 Dynamically: By the dynamic build up of trust in a 

way that is self-organizing. 

- Infrastructure-based Trust Establishment: there 

are various methods used to establish 

infrastructure-based trust. In principle, 

Infrastructure based Trust Establishment utilizes 

certificates to build this trust and is static over 

time. 

- Self-organizing Trust Establishment: VANET is 

very dynamic, and hence needs a style of trust 

establishment that is very adaptable, i.e., 

decisions related to the trustworthiness of other 

components must be autonomous; due to that 

fact, there is no possible connection to an online 

security infrastructure. 

C. Jingwen et al. [15] proposed a trusted routing 

framework, which allowed authentication of messages, 

establishment of node to node trust and verification of 

routability, without the need for online Certificate 

Authorities (CAs). This particular method prevents identity 

impersonation, which suggests that links are available if 

they are false, and some other specific invalid routing 

protocol actions. 

D. Huang et al. [16] proposed a trust architecture and a 

model called Situation-Aware Trust (SAT). This model 

deals with several important trust concerns present in 

vehicular networks and there are following contributions:- 

 They proposed an efficient policy management for a 

wide variety of situations by utilizing cryptographic 

solutions, which are based on descriptive attributes. 

 They proposed both off-line and on-line trust policies 

and requirements which are built for pro-action and 

prediction of future trust situations. 

 They transformed the trust established in Internet 

social communities to VANET for the enhancement 

and promotion of VANET applications. 

 

A data-trust security model was proposed in [17] and also 

designed theories for a social network in vehicular 

networks. A trust index for each message based on the 

relevance of the event was calculated by the proposed 

model. The contributions are given below: 

 A solution to the security problems was proposed and 

it would make use of the theories of the social 

network. 

 The proposed solution was evaluated by modelling 

and simulation. 

 Claimed that the data trust security model had 

successfully prevented attacks (message alteration) in 

VANET. 

 

Marmol et al. [18] presented the original proposal for trust 

and reputation which is called Trust and reputation 

infrastructure based proposal (TRIP) for VANETs. The 

main objective is to quickly and accurately distinguish 

malicious nodes spreading false or bogus messages 

throughout the network. The author described the three 

trust levels which are given below. 

 Not Trust: If the targeting node is placed in the first 

level of trust in the network then its warning is 

discarded. The infrastructure is informed about the 

presence of a malicious node in the network and other 

node in the network. 

 Trust: When traffic warning message is accepted and 

also retransmitted to the neighbouring nodes then if it 

is placed in the trust level called „„Trust‟‟. 

 „„+/- Trust‟‟: When a message is accepted as reliable 

with a certain tunable probability, but this message is 

not forwarded to other nodes of the network, then 

targeting vehicle is placed in the trust level labeled as 

„„+/- Trust‟‟. 
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3. Propose Integrated Multi-level Security 

Model   

User is the main component of the vehicular networks and 

the main goal of this modern technology is to prevent them 

from road accidents and to provide better services to road 

users. It was studied that safety and reliability are key 

requirements of VANET users. The presence of security 

problem in VANET compromises the end users‟ safety on 

roads. Additionally, inexistence of trust and privacy may 

lead to non-trusted communications links between 

VANET‟s components. Keeping in view of these 

challenging issues, it is observed from literature review that 

an inter-related Security-Trust-Privacy (STP) model is 

important to consider for mitigating the overall safety and 

reliability problem in top down approach. Therefore, it is 

aimed to propose an integrated model that consists of 

Security, Trust and Privacy modules. Traditionally, 

Security remains an important issue for all types of 

conventional and next generation networks like VANET. 

The deployment of new applications raises many questions 

about the requirements for security in VANET. The 

vehicles possess high mobility on road and caused the 

change in network topology dynamically. The presence of 

this dynamic behavior of network, which is based on 

wireless medium, brings many possibilities for attackers to 

attack on the components of VANET. Figure.1.describes 

the different component of intergraded multi-level of 

security in VANET. 

  

Figure.1. Integrated Multi-level Security Model 

Level One: Attacker is one of the type of user in VANET 

and this component of the network is play key role while 

communication other component of the network. All 

possible attackers have been divided into three different 

levels on the basic of their threat levels and their priorities 

and this is the first step to deal with attacker in VANET. 

Malicious attacker is one of the types of attacker and their 

threat level is high as compare to other attacker users in 

network. Behavior of attacker user in network is directly 

affecting all component of network. It is necessary to 

define key features that differentiate the normal user 

behavior and attacker user behavior in network. Time 

interval, location and speed of the vehicle are key proposed 

features (parameters) which describe the behavior of 

attacker user in network. 

Level Two: Trust and malicious attacker: Three Trust 

levels have been proposed and it has been showed the 

relationship of attacker with trust and how trust level is 

vary in different time interval and different locations in 

network. VANET trust model also proposed which describe 

the relationship of trust and attacks in the form of accuracy. 

Whenever attacker launch more attacks in network then 

network accuracy are decreases and it shows the role of 

attackers their effects on network.  

Level Three: TPM based Chain of Trust (CoT): TPM is 

trusted security hardware module and it is provided the 

chain of trust mechanism between user and smart vehicle 

also provide the resiliency from malicious attacker and 

attacks in network. 

The Figure 2. describes the resiliency measures with 

respect to security in VANET. The basic purpose of these 

measures to provides the resiliency from malicious attack 

on security in network. Behavior of attacker is dynamic 

thing and it is changes in different time interval and also 

location of the network. The speeds of vehicle, location of 

vehicle and time interval of message are key parameters to 

describe the behavior of attacker in network. Trust is part 

of security and it has direct relationship with malicious 

attack and trust level increases and decreases due to the 

malicious behavior of attacker. Zero trust, weak trust and 

strong trust are three different types of trust levels in 

VANET. TPM provides the chain of trust and provide 

resiliency from malicious attacker and attack. 

 

Figure.2. Resiliency measures in integrated Security model 

4. Malicious Attacker and Vehicular Trust 

Model (VTM)  

In this research work, a Vehicular Trust Model (VTM) has 

been proposed and VTM is part of multi-level security 

model. The VTM is divided into two parts which is given 

below. 
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- First part of the model is based on three trust levels 

whereby attackers and attacks are directly related to 

trust levels (trust grades).  

- Second part of the model is based on TPM and it is 

used to establish chain of trust between components 

of the network and handle the attackers and attacks in 

network.  

In this section, provides the detail description of three trust 

levels and their relationship between attackers and attacks.  

An attacker (malicious user) disrupts a network through 

different kinds of attacks and the level of trust depends on 

the nature of attacks. The accuracy of a network is 

increased when more connections are established between 

the vehicles in the network. 

 

4.1 Trust Levels 

The following describes three types of users in the 

proposed trust model and discusses in detail how trust 

levels are affected due to the behavior of malicious users 

and attacks in the vehicular network.  

4.1.1 Zero Trusted User:  

These types of users are part of the network but due to DoS 

attack, they are unable to access any services from the 

network. Channel jam is one type of DoS attack. In this 

attack, high frequency signals are sent out by the attacker 

that causes the communication channel between vehicles to 

be jammed. As a result, the vehicles are unable to send or 

receive safety or non-safety messages in the network. No 

services are available in that particular domain because of 

this attack and only upon leaving that domain, will they 

start to receive the messages. These users are assigned zero 

grades (0) and their recommendation is also zero.  

4.1.2 Weak Trusted User:  

Every vehicle has the ability to send or receive 

communication packets in V2V or V2R communication in 

a network. In this type, the use just sends communication 

packets in the network but could not receive any packets 

from other vehicles or from the RSU; however, the user 

remains part of the network. The user can also receive 

packets but however due to DoS attack, he/she is unable to 

communicate with other users. Grade (1) is assigned for 

such users and their recommendation level is (one) in the 

network. 

- Drop communication packet: This is a feature 

related to the malicious behavior of attackers, where 

an attacker just drops communication packets; the 

goal of the attacker is to make sure that users are 

unable to communicate in the network through any 

means possible. 

- Overwhelm network resource: In this attack, the 

attacker aims to overwhelm the resources of another 

user‟s vehicle in order to hinder its performance of 

other necessary tasks. The vehicle‟s network becomes 

overly busy in accessing the signals and this uses up 

all of its resources in trying to verify the messages. 

4.1.3 Strong Trusted User:  

Strong trust users are users who have the capability in 

performing all tasks (send/receive) in a network. Strong 

trust users have a strong recommendation level (Two) in 

the network and are an ideal user of the network.  

Network Accuracy (AC)=   𝐿𝑇 + (𝑅ℎ)𝑛
𝑖=0   

Level of Trust  

(LT)= 
−𝑘 𝑛+1 

2
+ 1 𝐿0 +

1

2
(𝐾 − 𝑛)𝐿2 

𝐿𝑇 =
𝐾

2
(𝐴𝐶)  

Where, 𝑘 is proportionality constant i.e 𝑘 ∈ [0,2] 

𝑛 =  
1 𝑎𝑡 𝑘 = 1
0 (𝑘 = 0) (𝑘 = 2)

  

 

 

 

 
eq.(a) 

 

The equation (a). explains the relationship of trust levels 

with accuracy. More importantly, network accuracy is 

combination of level of trust and recommendation. 

Recommendation is based on number of hops in network. 

Whenever user have more trust level in network (strong 

level) then increase the number of hops. As long as there is 

strong trust between all components of the network and 

there is no attacker, then the maximum level of accuracy is 

achieved. As alternatively, the level of trust changes in the 

presence of an attacker and accuracy in the network 

changes as well. 

 
4.2 Chain of Trust (COT) 

Vehicular Chain of Trust (CoT) is second part of the 

proposed VTM model. In the proposed vehicular CoT 

environment, each vehicle possess a trusted hardware 

module (TPM) inside the smart vehicle. In concept, 

Vehicular CoT is built on a combination of many Trusted 

Modules. The CoT is able to convey life critical 

information in a more secure and trusted manner. There are 

following component of proposed vehicular Chain of Trust 

(CoT). 

1. Trust Inside TPM  

2. Trust between TPM and embedded Smart 

Vehicle Sensors 

3. Trust between Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) 

4. Trust between Vehicle to RSU (V2R) 

4.2.1 Trust Inside TPM  

Trust Platform Module (TPM) is the first component of the 

chain of trust in VANET. Whenever vehicles start 

communication, first Trust Platform Module (TPM) 

measures the trust condition of its platform and this 

measurement is known as “internal trust” and then passes 

trusted information to TPM. Internal trust of TPM is 

actually based on root of trust mechanism which are reside 

the inside of the TPM and ensure the security of platform. 

Root of Trust (RoT) consists of Root of Trust for 

Measurement (RTM), Root of Trust for Reporting (RTR), 

Root of Trust for Storage (RTS). The Figure. 3. shows the 

relationship of TPM with smart vehicle and also with Root 

of Trust (RoT). 
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Figure.3. TPM with Root of Trust modules 

4.2.2  Trust between TPM and Vehicle Sensors 

At first level, TPM communicates with inside sensors of 

vehicle. The vehicle TPM wants to make sure those 

specific sensors within the vehicle communicates securely. 

Trusted vehicles are different from normal vehicles because 

of their functional components such as many types of 

embedded sensors and processing units inside these 

vehicles and its communication abilities. Global Position 

System (GPS), Radar Systems (RSs) and Communication 

Facility (CF) are these modules which are used inside the 

vehicle. It is the responsibility of TPM to communicate 

with these modules and to build the web of trust within the 

trusted vehicles. Figure 4. explains the process mechanism 

of from OBU to sensors and from sensors to OBU. In this 

whole process the TPM play a key role for developing the 

trust. At every level TPM check the right functionality of 

sensors, hardware, software and application. 

 

Figure.4. Trust from sensor to OBU and OBU to sensor  

4.2.3  Trust between Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) 

When users receive any message (Safety or Non Safety) 

from other vehicles or from infrastructure, it should be 

trusted because users react according to the message. To 

establish the trust, it is required to provide trust between the 

users in V2V and V2R communication. The attackers try to 

change the contents of the message and break the trust 

between the vehicles. The Figure 5. explains third level 

peer to peer trust in vehicular communication. Third level 

trust depends on the first and second level chain of trust. 

For example, a trusted vehicle A communicates and does 

mutual attestation with vehicle B. Now that vehicle B 

becomes trusted and it does mutual attestation with vehicle 

C and so on. Finally peer to peer trust between vehicles 

makes a chain of trust in the network.  

 

Figure 5.  Chain of Trust between smart vehicles 

Trust calculation from vehicles A to vehicle D using 

subjective logic. 

            WA 
D      =     (WA

B ⊗ WB
D  ⊕  WA

C ⊗ WC
D) 

               [A,D]    =    ([A, B] :    [B, D])   ⋄   ([A, C]  :  [C, D])  

The core purpose of TPM based chain of trust is to resist 

the attackers and attacks and ensure the secure the 

communication. There are following two cases provided 

the detail description of normal communication and 

attacker communication and solutions of attacks through 

TPM. 

Case One (TPM with Normal User) : Whenever vehicle 

is secure through TPM, so now it is possible to 

communicate with other vehicle or with infrastructure. 

There are two content of the message of one message i-e 

security content (valid security key and signature), other 

contents includes vehicle ID, location of vehicle and speed 

of vehicle and message generation time. All parameters of 

any message are an important while start the 

communication in network. Figure 6, shows the 

communication through step by step process approach 

while start the communication in network. 

 

Figure 6.  User A communication with other user B 

Steps: 

1. User A send HELLO message (MSG) to user B 

and this message sign with valid key i-e 
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Attestation Identity Key (AIK) and also attach 

signature. 

Msg (vehicle ID, Time, location, Speed, Key (Aik), 

signature) 

2. User B checks the valid security key, signature 

and also other content of the message. 

3. If user have valid key, signature and also other 

parameters of the message then start 

communication with user B. 

Case Two (TPM with Attacker User) :  In this case 

an attacker communicate with RUS and want to alter 

the signal time slot. But TPM has responsibility to 

identify and stop their communication in network. The 

Figure 7 provides the detail description of case two. 

 

Figure 7. Comm. between attacker user and normal user  

Steps: 

1. In this case, attacker user (x) want to start 

communication with other vehicle B in network. 

So, malicious user send hello message to vehicle 

B  

2. User B check their contents of the message, but 

their security key is not valid, this is one of the 

reason that to identify the attackers in network. 

The second reason is their key is valid but their 

location is not specific. 

3. So, in both reasons either security key is not valid 

or location of the vehicle is not specific, it should 

consider as an attacker and drop their 

communication packets. 

4.2.4 Trust between Vehicles to RSU (V2R) 

The objective of trusted infrastructure is to ensure the 

availability of the network and provide secure 

communication in the network. We can extend the web of 

trust from vehicle to infrastructure so that availability is 

ensured. The role of infrastructure is important to verify the 

vehicles and provide information related to safety and non-

safety applications. It is necessary for a vehicle to have 

TPM so that it communicates with RSU (infrastructure) and 

to build the trust with it. Figure 8 explains the indirect trust 

between the vehicles to infrastructure. Vehicle A has done 

mutual attestation with RSU (infrastructure) and which 

then do mutual attestation with vehicle E in the network. In 

doing so, vehicle E is making trust indirectly via the 

infrastructure and establishes trust with vehicle E. Hence, 

another kind of trust in infrastructure has been established 

from vehicle E to Infrastructure. 

 
       

Figure 8.  Chain of  Trust between vehicle to RSU 

 

Case One (Communication with TPM User) : In this 

case, user (A) start communication with RSU and take the 

internet services while travelling on highway. There are 

following steps involve to start the communication between 

normal user and RSU. Figure 9 explain the communication 

mechanism between user and RSU in vehicular network. 

 

 

Figure .9 User (A) communication with RSU 

Steps: 

1. User (A) send message (MSG) to RSU and this 

message contain all users‟ information with security 

TPM key. 

2. RSU check the user information and if information is 

valid and meet the RSU requirement then it is allow to 

take services from RSU.  

3. After user verification, start the communications 

between user (A) and RSU. 

Case Two (Communication with Attacker User) :  

In this case an attacker user (X) communicate with RSU 

and want to lunch attack on RSU. Objective of the attacker 

is to down roadside unit (RSU) and their services for other 

user of the network. Through TPM, we can handle this 

attacks and drop their packets while they are launching this 

such of attacks on RSU. Figure 10.  provides the detail 

description of case two. 
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Figure. 10 Attacker user (X) communication with RSU 

Chain of Trust Process: Attestation identity key (AiK) is 

key parameter of TPM and it play a key role to develop the 

chain of trust in network. Attestation is a process of 

vouching for the accuracy of information, and this is the 

feature trusting computing to assurance the endpoint trust. 

Attestation is provided the guarantee two long distance 

participant by using of identity authenticity and 

configuration integrity. TPM is provided many types of 

keys but for attestation purpose they are using Attestation 

Identity Key (AiK). AIK sign the applications and these 

applications communicating with other vehicle (V2V) and 

also with infrastructure (RSU). AiK is used as an alias of 

the endorsement key (EK) and Endorsement Key (EK) is a 

fundamental component of TPM and it must have an 

endorsement key pair, in this pair private key is more 

important and embedded in it. AiK is generated by the 

owner of TPM and it is non-migratable singing key and 

multiple AiK can be generated by TPM. Figure 11 shows 

the key generation and sign process between vehicle to 

vehicle and vehicle to RSU. 

 

Figure 11. Chain of Trust comm. between V2V and V2R 

Steps: 

o Step 1 - Application A send request to TPM by 

signing the message using singing keys. Contents 

of the data can be different, its may be safety 

message of non-safety of the vehicle applications. 

One more thing is also attach with the data that is 

time and date of the message. When other vehicle 

received this message, it will be verified with their 

keys and time and date are extra contents that are 

used for security reason. Attacker may be change 

the time or date of the message. So it would be easy 

for other vehicle to check these two parameters. 

o Step 2 - Application B also send request same 

request to TPM. In one vehicle it is possible 

multiples applications could be running and also 

used different keys for signing the data. 

o Steps (3, 4) - TPM send message to application A 

with contents of certificate, this certificate is 

encrypt with AIK and AIK is encrypt with PCA. 

o Steps (5, 6) - Finally message (MS1) send from 

application A to other vehicle (B) in the network its 

kind of vehicle to vehicle communication. 

Application B message (MS2) sends this message 

to road side unit (RSU). 

5. Results and Discussion 

TRMSim-WSN [122, 123] is the first trust and reputation 

tool which has provided  proper environment in developing 

their own trust model for VANET. TRMSim-WSN 

provides the trusted and none-trusted nodes (malicious 

users) in the network. Both nodes have their own trust 

levels (grades) and non-trusted nodes affect the degree of 

trust in the network. Simulation was used to show how a 

malicious user decreases the level of trust in a network and 

in turn, decreases the network accuracy.  

5.1 Chain of Trust (CoT) with number of Malicious 

Users (MUs) 

TPM is core trusted module which is used inside the smart 

vehicle in VANET. TPM is providing key strong key 

structure mechanism to develop the chain of trust in 

VANET. Attestation identify key(AiK) one of the key 

which is used to attest the user while communication  in 

network.MU is also part of network and the core objective 

of TPM is resist the MU in network and establish trust 

between user of network. TPM develop the chain of trust 

(COT) in VANET through attestation identity key (AiK) 

and COT is improve the accuracy of network. TPM is resist 

the MU and built the COT and when it will develop the 

chain of trust then also improve the accuracy of the 

network. So, here we will check the accuracy with different 

number of users in proposed model and check how chain of 

trust is improving the accuracy in existing MUs in network. 

It is also provides the detail description and the relationship 

of accuracy with malicious users (MUs) of three different 

models with different delay values and 5 meter (m) 

communication range. Table 4.4 show the list of simulation 

parameters which are used in different scenarios. 

Table. I: Simulation Parameters  

No. Simulation Parameter Parameter 

description 

01 Number of Executions  20 

03 Simulation Area                  500 x 500 

04 Communication Radio Range 

(Fixed) 

5 meters (m) 

05 First Scenario – Number of  Nodes 50 

06 Second Scenario- Number of  

Nodes 

100 

07 Third Scenario - Number of  Nodes 150 

06 Number of Malicious Users (%) 10, 20, 30, 40,50 
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First Scenario - 50 Nodes: In this scenario, total number 

of nodes is only 50 with 5 meters (m) communication range 

in network and when number of malicious user gradually 

increases then values of accuracy is decreases in network. 

The Figure 12 describes the whole scenario in which 

network accuracy is explain in both models on number of 

malicious users. When number of MUs is only 10% then 

accuracy of COT is 95% and at the same time TRIP 

provides 85% accuracy in network. The value of accuracy 

is gradually decreases when ratio of MU is increases in 

network and 72% accuracy is achieved in COT model and 

65% accuracy value is received when number of malicious 

user are 50% in network. There is clear differences in 

accuracy values from 10% MUs to 50% MUs in network 

for both models. Finally, COT is achieve maximum 

accuracy also in network when MUs reached on 50%. 

 

Figure 12: network accuracy with 50 nodes 

Second Scenario - 100 Nodes: In this second scenario, the 

numbers of communication nodes are 150 and percentage 

of MU is same from 10% to 50% of total number of nodes 

in network. The Figure 13 describes the complete scenario 

and also shows the relationship of MU with accuracy in 

two different models in VANET. The network accuracy of 

COT model is 90% at 10% of MU and the same time the 

TRIP provides 78% accuracy at 10% of MU in network. 

But when increases the ratio of MU in network then 

gradually decreases the level of accuracy. The value of  

accuracy is reaches on 60% in TRIP model at 50% MUs 

and at the same time the accuracy of COT model is reached 

on 68% and graph of accuracy is slightly decreases in both 

model when increases the ratio of MUs in network. 

Third Scenario – 150 Nodes: In this third scenario, the 

numbers of communication nodes are 150 and percentage 

of MU is remaining in first and second scenario which is 

10% to 50% of total number of nodes in network. The 

Figure 14 describe the complete scenario and also show the 

relationship of MU with accuracy in two different models 

in VANET. The accuracy of network in COT model is 

more than 85% at 10% of MU and the same time the TRIP 

accuracy is 75 % at 10% of MU in network. But when 

increases the ratio of MU in network then gradually 

decreases the level of accuracy. The accuracy values is 

reaches on 55% in TRIP model at 50% MUs and at the 

same time the accuracy of COT model is reached on 65% 

and graph of accuracy is decreases in both model as 

compare to first and second scenarios. 

 

Figure 13: network accuracy with 100 nodes 

 

                Figure 14: network accuracy with 150 nodes 

Malicious User (MUs) with Communication Delay: In 

this section, we will check the accuracy of proposed and 

other model with different number of users with different 

communication delay values in network. Table II is 

providing the simulation parameters for different scenarios 

to check the network accuracy.  

Table.II. Simulation Parameters 

No. Simulation Parameter Parameter 

description 

01 Number of Executions  20 

02 Maximum number of  nodes 100,150 

03 Simulation Area                  500 x 500 

04 Communication Radio Range 

(Fixed) 

5 meters (m) 

05 First Scenario  5 ms delay 

06 Second Scenario 10 ms delay 

07 Third Scenario 15 ms delay 

06 Number of Malicious Users (%) 10, 20, 30, 

40,50 
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First Scenario - 05 ms Delay:  

In this first scenario, communication delay is describes is 

only 05ms on 100 and 150 communication nodes with 5 

meters (m) communication range in network. Figure 15 

describes the complete scenario and also show the 

relationship of MU with accuracy in two different models 

in VANET with 5ms communication delay. When number 

of MUs is only 10% then accuracy of COT is 88% and at 

the same time TRIP provides 75% accuracy in network. 

The value of accuracy is gradually decreases when ratio of 

MU is increases in network and more than 65% accuracy is 

achieved in COT model and 58% accuracy value is 

received in TRIP when number of malicious users are 50% 

in network. The maximum accuracy is achieved in 

proposed model (COT) as compare to model TRIP in 

network. 

 

Figure15: Network accuracy on 05ms comm. delay with 

100 nodes 

The Figure 16 describes also the relationship of accuracy 

with MUs but as compare to Figure 15, Figure 16 is deal 

with 150 nodes in network on 5ms delay and 5 meters(m) 

communication range. The value of accuracy is also 

decreases on maximum number of users in network. When 

the number of MUs is only 10% then accuracy of COT is 

85% and at the same time TRIP provides 72% accuracy in 

network. The value of accuracy is gradually decreases 

when ratio of MU is increases in network and 65% 

accuracy is achieved in COT model and 55% accuracy 

value is received in TRIP model when number of malicious  

user are 50% in network. The results of proposed model 

(COT) is better as compare to TRIP model with minimum 

node and also with maximum number of nodes in network. 

 Second Scenario - 10 ms Delay: In this scenario, the 

values of accuracy is check on 10ms communication delay 

for 100 and 150 nodes in network. The Figure 17 describes 

the complete scenario for 100 nodes on 10 ms delay for 

models in VANET. When number of MUs is only 10% 

then accuracy of COT is 85% and at the same time TRIP 

provides 73% accuracy in network. The value of accuracy 

is gradually decreases when ratio of MU is increases in 

network and below 65% accuracy is achieved in COT 

model and 56 % accuracy value is received when number 

of malicious user (MUs) are 50% in network. The 

maximum accuracy is achieved in proposed model (VTM) 

as compare to other model TRIP.  

 

 

Figure16: network accuracy on 05ms comm.. delay with 

150 nodes 

 

Figure17: Network accuracy on 10ms comm. delay with 

100 nodes 

The Figure 18 describes the accuracy of network on 150 

nodes with 10ms communication delay. When number of 

MUs is only 10% then accuracy of COT is 83% and at the 

same time TRIP provides 70% accuracy in network. The 

value of accuracy is gradually decreases when ratio of MU 

is increases in network and above 60% accuracy is 

achieved in COT model and 50% accuracy value is 

received in TRIP when number of malicious user (MUs) 

are 50% in network. The Figure 17 shows the better 

accuracy values of both models as compare to Figure 18 

where the communication nodes are 150 as compare to 100 

nodes in network. The maximum accuracy is achieved in 

proposed model COT as compare to other model TRIP. 

 

Figure18: Network accuracy on 10ms comm. delay with 

150 nodes 
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Third Scenario - 15 ms Delay: Third scenario describe the 

maximum delay value (15ms) on both models and also 

describe the relationship of accuracy on 100 nodes and 150 

communication nodes in network. The Figure 19 describes 

the accuracy of network on 100 nodes with 15ms 

communication delay. When number of MUs is only 10% 

then accuracy of COT is 82% and at the same time TRIP 

provides 70% accuracy in network. The value of accuracy 

is gradually decreases when the ratio of MU is increases in 

network and above 60% accuracy is achieved in COT 

model and above 50% accuracy value is received when 

number of malicious user (MUs) are 50% in network. 

 

Figure 19: Network accuracy on 15ms communication 

delay with 100 nodes 

The Figure 20 describes the network accuracy on 150 

nodes with 15ms communication delay. When number of 

MUs is only 10% then accuracy of COT is 80% and at the 

same time TRIP provides 68% accuracy in network. The 

value of accuracy is gradually decreases when ratio of MU 

is increases in network and 60% accuracy is achieved in 

COT model and below 50% accuracy value is received 

when number of malicious user (MUs) are 50% in network. 

 

Figure 20: Network accuracy on 15ms comm. delay with 

150 nodes 

In this section, provides the detail description and the 

relationship of accuracy with malicious users (MUs) of 

three different models with different delay values and 5 

meter (m) communication range. The comparison of three 

different models is given below with detail descriptions. 

In given scenario, MUs has been increased and then check 

the accuracy of network with different delay values. One 

more important thing which discuss here that accuracy of 

three models has been compare on different delay values 

with 5 meter (m) communication range. Figure 21 

describes the three models with number of malicious users 

and evaluates the values of accuracy in network. When 

ratio of MUs is only 10% then the value of accuracy in 

TRIP model is 75% and this values is gradually decreases 

and it will reached on 55% when number of malicious user 

is 50% in network. When the ratio of malicious user is 

reaches on 90% then TRIP provides only 30% accuracy in 

network. The VTM model performing better as compare to 

TRIP model with number of malicious users in network. 

When the number of malicious user is only 10% then VTM 

provides 85% accuracy in network and this value will be 

decreased and reached on 60% and when the ratio of 

malicious user is 50% in network. This accuracy values is 

more decreases and reach on 36% when number of 

malicious users‟ touches on 90%, but as compare to TRIP 

model, VTM is provides good accuracy values on high 

number of malicious users in network. The Accuracy 

values is reaches on 90% in COT on 10% of MUs and this 

values is decreases and reach on 65% on 50% MUs and 

finally accuracy values reached on  42% when the number 

of malicious users is 90%  of total users in network with 

5ms delay. 

 

Figure 21: Network accuracy on 5ms communication delay 

6. Conclusion 

Security is the top level module that is always demanded 

for safe and reliable VANET communications. However, 

the dynamic nature of the vehicular network makes it 

difficult to identify the attackers, attack types and behavior 

of the attackers. The aim of an attacker is to launch attacks 

in the network and create problems for other users to 

achieve their particular goals. Whenever a normal user 

changes his/her behavior to become an attacker and 

launches an attack, this attack would create problems for 

other components of the network and users who utilize that 

particular component(s). Each attack has its own effect 

level and it is very hard to identify that particular attack in a 

particular region of network. So, in this research work, 

three trust levels were proposed and these trust levels have 

a direct relationship with attackers and attacks. Whenever 

the role of an attacker increases in the network, then the 

degree of trust decreases and network users are affected. 

The Vehicular trust model (VTM) was developed using the 
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open source java-based simulator (TRM-WSN). The 

developed trust model (VTM) was compared with another 

already available Trust model i.e TRIP and the proposed 

model showed far better improvement in the accuracy of 

the network. TPM based chain of trust (COT) model has 

been developed and it provided the resiliency from 

malicious attacker and improve the network accuracy.  
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